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ABSTRACT
The concept of Internet of Things (IoT) has received considerable
attention and development in recent years. There have been signif-
icant studies on access control models for IoT in academia, while
companies have already deployed several cloud-enabled IoT plat-
forms. However, there is no consensus on a formal access control
model for cloud-enabled IoT. The access-control oriented (ACO) ar-
chitecture was recently proposed for cloud-enabled IoT, with virtual
objects (VOs) and cloud services in the middle layers. Building upon
ACO, operational and administrative access control models have
been published for virtual object communication in cloud-enabled
IoT illustrated by a use case of sensing speeding cars as a running
example.

In this paper, we study AWS IoT as a major commercial cloud-
IoT platform and investigate its suitability for implementing the
afore-mentioned academic models of ACO and VO communication
control. While AWS IoT has a notion of digital shadows closely
analogous to VOs, it lacks explicit capability for VO communica-
tion and thereby for VO communication control. Thus there is a
significant mismatch between AWS IoT and these academic mod-
els. The principal contribution of this paper is to reconcile this
mismatch by showing how to use the mechanisms of AWS IoT
to effectively implement VO communication models. To this end,
we develop an access control model for virtual objects (shadows)
communication in AWS IoT called AWS-IoT-ACMVO. We develop
a proof-of-concept implementation of the speeding cars use case in
AWS IoT under guidance of this model, and provide selected perfor-
mance measurements. We conclude with a discussion of possible
alternate implementations of this use case in AWS IoT.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) raises new security challenges, which
require significant revisions and enhancements of existing security
solutions, including access control systems. Recently an access-
control oriented architecture (ACO) [2] for cloud-enabled IoT has
been developed, which includes four layers: an object layer, a virtual
object (VO) layer, a cloud services layer, and an application layer
(see Section 2.1). The ACO recognizes the need for communication
control within each layer and across adjacent layers, as well as the
need for data access control at the cloud services and application
layers. Multiple and diverse access control models are required at
various points in this architecture, which must collectively enforce
over-arching access control policies reflecting the complexity of
cloud-enabled IoT. Towards this end, a set of access control mod-
els for VO communications has been published [3], referred to
as ACO-IoT-ACMsVO. These models are developed in two layers:
operational models and administrative models. Also, the style of
communication among VO is based upon publish/subscribe topic-
based communication interaction scheme. The ACO-IoT-ACMsVO
models are illustrated by a use case of sensing speeding cars as a
running example [3] which we will utilize in this paper (see Sec-
tion 2.2).

The principal goal of this paper is to reconcile the afore-mentioned
academic models with a major commercial cloud-IoT platform, viz.,
AWS IoT. While AWS IoT has a notion of digital shadows closely
analogous to VOs, it lacks explicit capability for VO communica-
tion and thereby for VO communication control. Thus, there is a
significant mismatch between AWS IoT and these academic mod-
els. Nevertheless, as we will show, it is possible to use AWS IoT
mechanisms to effectively realize and control VO communications.
This demonstrates on one hand that academic models developed
independent of AWS IoT can be enforced using this commercially
significant platform. It also suggests enhancements to AWS IoT that
would be beneficial to facilitate such enforcement. We believe that
in the rapidly developing ecosystems of cloud, IoT and their inter-
section, it is crucial to place academic work within major industry
developments. This is the primary motivation for this research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we review the
ACO architecture for cloud-enabled IoT, the published ACO-IoT-
ACMsVO [3] access control models for VO communication within
ACO, and the general access control model for AWS IoT called AWS-
IoTAC [5] in Section 2. Then, within AWS IoT, we develop an access
control model for virtual object communication (AWS-IoT-ACMVO)
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Figure 1: ACO Architecture for Cloud-Enabled IoT

in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the use case of ACO-IoT-ACMsVO
within the AWS-IoT-ACMVO model. Section 5 discusses proof-of-
concept implementations of the use case in two scenarios in AWS
IoT platform. Selected performance aspects of our implementation
are described in Section 6. A discussion of some issues of AWS
IoT and possible enhancements are explained in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 ACO Architecture
The Access Control Oriented (ACO) Architecture for IoT was pro-
posed in [2], consistent with various published IoT architectures
[1, 6, 7, 9–14]. ACO architecture comprises four layers: an object
layer, a virtual object layer, a cloud services layer, and an application
layer, as shown in Figure 1. We briefly discuss each layer below.

The object layer comprises heterogeneous physical objects such
as sensors, actuators, cameras, cellphones, etc. Users can directly
communicate with objects by pressing a button, changing a device,
powering on an object, etc. Also, objects can communicate directly
to each other through communication technologies, or indirectly
through virtual objects.

A virtual object represents the persistent current status of a
physical object, when the two are connected. Otherwise, a virtual
object could represent the last received state, desired future state,
or both. A virtual object can have a subset of a physical object’s
services, all of a physical object’s services, or a subset of a physi-
cal object’s services. Virtual objects can uniformly communicate
with each other regardless of heterogeneity and locality in the ob-
ject layer. Virtual to physical object association can be one-to-one,
many-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-one [2].

The cloud services layer assists in storing and processing the
collected data. This data can be used intelligently for smart moni-
toring and actuation, and it can be visualized in ways that are more
meaningful for users. Thus, policymakers (or administrators) can
utilize the visualized data to help them to modify or add policies
that are kept in the cloud, so the communication and access be-
tween applications and objects are managed through the cloud. In

Figure 2: The Publish/Subscribe Topic-Based Scheme in the
ACO-IoT-ACMsVO

addition, multiple IoT clouds can also communicate with each other,
ranging from only providing services and information at a local
level to collaborating with other connected IoTs in order to share
information at a broad level and pursue common goals.

The application layer is the topmost layer of the proposed ACO
IoT architecture and offers an interface through which users can
easily communicatewith objects and visualize the analyzed informa-
tion. Administrators can also interact with applications to generate
policies or to update/add policies based on the obtained information.
Moreover, configuring and managing the communication of objects
and virtual objects is organized by administrators through applica-
tions. General users and administrators can remotely communicate
with IoT objects and virtual objects only through applications.

2.2 Access Control Models for VO
Communication in Cloud-Enabled IoT

The ACO architecture emphasizes the need for communication
control and data access control within and across ACO layers [2].
One of the communication points that needs to be controlled is
virtual object communication. Alshehri and Sandhu used the ACO
architecture for IoT to propose access control models for virtual ob-
ject communication (ACO-IoT-ACMsVO) [3]. The developed access
control models are in two layers: operational models and adminis-
trative models. The current dominant access control models, viz.,
access control lists (ACLs), capability lists, and role-based access
control (RBAC), are formally defined in both operational and ad-
ministrative models for VO communication. Also, attribute-based
access control (ABAC) models are proposed, because ABAC encom-
passes the benefits of previous traditional models, as well as brings
new features appropriate for dynamic and open environments such
as IoT.

The ACO-IoT-ACMsVO models are developed utilizing pub-
lish/subscribe communication interaction scheme. This scheme
is appropriate for large-scale distributed interactions such as the
IoT. The basic implementation style of publish/subscribe paradigm
is topic-based scheme. The topic-based scheme is comparable to
the idea of groups, where producers (publishers) publish data to a
topic and consumers (subscribers) become members of a topic (a
group) [4, 8]. Figure 2 shows the general idea of publish/subscribe
topic-based scheme that is used in ACO-IoT-ACMsVO.
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Figure 3: The Sensing Speeding Cars Use Case within ACO
Architecture [3]

The operational AC models specified in [3] focus in placing the
control on both VO side and topic (T) side to authorize VO to VO
communications via topics. In other words, the operational AC
models address the following questions. Which VOs are allowed
to publish or send a subscription request to a topic? Which VOs
should a topic forward data to? Which topic should VOs publish to
or send a subscription request to? Which topics should VOs receive
data from? This dual scheme permits unauthorized actions to be
denied at the earliest possible moment, rather than postponing the
decisions until later. Therefore, the decision of the VO communica-
tion in Figure 2 will be upon both of VO and T access control list
and capability list (ACL-Cap Operational Model) or upon both of
VO and T attributes (ABAC Operational Model).

A use case of sensing speeding cars is employed in [3] as a run-
ning example. Figure 3 shows a simplified picture of the employed
use case. One car is recognized to be speeding if two sensors within
a specified distance sense the speed to be over limit, and a camera
will report pictures of the over-limit cars. Physical sensors and the
camera identify cars by attached RFIDs and push collected data (e.g.
RFID and Speed) to their virtual objects where more powerful com-
putations and communication could happen. The use case assumes
that sensors can only communicate within the virtual object layer,
and they cannot communication directly with each other.

2.3 The General Access Control Model for
AWS-IoT (AWS-IoTAC)

Bhatt et al [5] study AWS IoT as a major commercial cloud-IoT
platform, and develop a formal access control model for AWS-IoT
called AWS-IoTAC. This access control model is an extension of
AWS access control (AWSAC)model previously developed by Zhang
et al [15] for AWS access control in general.

AWS-IoTAC comprises all the components and relations of AWSAC
with modified or extra set of components and relations related to
the AWS IoT service. The main component of AWSAC are Accounts
(A), Users (U), Groups (G), Roles (R), Services (S), Object Types (OT),
and Operations (OP). The additional components in AWS-IoTAC,
which are related to AWS IoT service, are Certs (C), IoT Objects (IO),
IoT Operations (IOP), Rules (Ru), Virtual Permission Assignment
(VPA), and Devices (D). The functionality of these entities and their
relationship to each other is formally described in [5].

Figure 4: The Components of AWS-IoT-ACMVO

3 THE AWS-IOT-ACMVO MODEL FOR AWS
IOT SHADOWS COMMUNICATION

In this section, based on our extensive exploration of AWS IoT
platform, its documentation, and our implemented use cases, we
propose an access control model for virtual objects (shadows) com-
munication called AWS-IoT-ACMVO as an abstracted view of AWS
IoT capabilities. Figure 4 shows the major components of this model,
viz., certificates, AWS IoT policies, virtual objects (device shadows),
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) topics, and rules
engine and its action. The details of their functionalities are dis-
cussed below.

AWS IoT uses X.509 certificates as an identity credential for
devices authentication [5]. Certificates can be either an AWS IoT
generated certificate or a certificate signed by a AWS IoT registered
external certification authority. Generally, one certificate can be
given to many devices, but it is recommended that each device
has a unique certificate to enable fine-grained device management.
Figure 4 shows that each certificate can be given to more than one
device, and each device can have multiple certificates (the arrow
with double endmeans a multiplicity). However, every time a device
connects it can only activate one certificate.

Once a certificate is generated, there are two AWS IoT entities
that need to be attached to the certificate in order to authenticate
and authorize AWS IoT devices, which desire to communicate with
virtual objects (device shadows), viz.,AWS IoT policy and virtual
objects. An AWS IoT policy is a JSON document that is attached to
a certificate for authorization purpose. It comprises one or more pol-
icy statements, each of which specifies effect, action, resources, and
optional condition. An action is an operation that can be granted
or denied to a resource as determined by the effect value. Actions
can be MQTT policy actions or thing shadow policy actions. The
MQTT policy actions are the operations that deal with connect-
ing, sending, or receiving data, which are iot:Connect, iot:Publish,
iot:Subscribe, and iot:Receive. On the other hand, thing shadow pol-
icy actions deal with permissions to handle virtual objects (device
shadows), which are iot:DeleteThingShadow, iot:GetThingShadow,
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and iot:UpdateThingShadow. Figure 4 shows that each AWS IoT
policy can be attached to more than one certificate, and each certifi-
cate can attach multiple AWS IoT policies. Generally, the AWS IoT
policy is attached to a certificate to authorize any kind of actions
(e.g. iot:Publish and iot:GetThingShadow) to devices that hold that
certificate (and its private key).

Virtual objects (device shadows) also need to be attached to a
certificate as a resource that a device is fully or partially authorized
to access. A virtual object can be givenmore than one certificate, and
a certificate can attach to more than one device. Figure 4 shows the
many-to-many relationship between certificates and virtual objects.
A virtual object is also a JSON document that stores information
about the current state of a connected device and the desired future
state of the connected device (there is no recent or historical state).
One of the benefits of the device shadow is that its information
can be used to set or get the state of its device, even if the device
is not connected. In general, a device that holds a certificate with
attached policies and virtual objects has the rights to communicate
and access to the attached virtual objects (one virtual object at each
connection) based on the attached policies.

In AWS IoT, applications cannot directly update or retrieve data
of devices. Virtual objects in AWS work as an intermediate point of
communication among applications and physical devices. The only
way for applications or devices to interact with a virtual object is to
communicate with itsMQTT topics. In other words, MQTT topics
of a virtual object allow applications and devices to get, update, or
delete the state information of the virtual object (device shadow)
by publishing or subscribing to its MQTT topics. The name of
each MQTT topic begin with $aws/thinдs/thinдName/shadow/#,
where the thingName is the name of a virtual object, and the symbol
# could be one of the thingName MQTT topics that can be used to
interact with the thingName. There are reserved thingName MQTT
topics for each virtual object that can be used to publish or subscribe
to the virtual object. In order to send a request to a thingName (a
virtual object), we only can use /update, /get, or /delete as thing-
Name MQTT topics of that thingName. While /update/accepted,
/update/reject, /update/delta, /update/documents, /get/accepted,
/get/rejected, /delete/accepted, and /delete/rejected MQTT topics
are used by the thingName itself to publish an acknowledgement
about accepting or rejecting the received request. Generally, AWS
IoT service generates reservedMQTT topics for each created virtual
object. The reserved MQTT topics is the only way to communicate
with the created virtual object. Figure 4 shows that each virtual
object has specific reserved MQTT topics, and each reserved MQTT
topic is only related to one virtual object. Moreover, each device
can communicate with more than one MQTT topic as long as it
has an authorized certificate, and each MQTT topic can be used by
more than one device if devices are authorized.

A powerful mechanism in AWS IoT is that a message sent to
an MQTT topic can be recognized and analyzed by a rule. Rules
provide processing for the arrived messages to MQTT topics and
enable interactions with various AWS services. A rule consists of a
rule name, optional description, SQL statement, SQL version, and
one or more actions. The SQL statement is used to filter received
messages to MQTT topics, and then the rule engine forwards it to
AWS services or republishes it to other MQTT topics by using the
action field specified in the rule. There are fixed AWS actions that

Figure 5: The Rules Engine as a Communication Channel in
AWS-IoT-ACMVO

can be selected, such as inserting a message into a DynamoDB table,
invoking a Lambda function, and republishing messages to AWS IoT
topics. Thus, rules that are attached to MQTT topics provide ways
for virtual objects to interact with AWS services or republish the
received messages to other MQTT topics (reserved or unreserved).
Figure 4 shows that each rule can be triggered by more than one
topic, and each topic can trigger more than one rule. Also, when a
rule is triggered, one or multiple actions can be executed.

When rules forward the published messages to another AWS
service, such as AWS Lambda, the authorization to access the other
service and the actions of other service can be controlled via AWS
identity and access management (IAM) role. Each IAM role is at-
tached with at least one policy that grants permissions to access
resources specified in the action of the rule or to control actions
toward the received data. For example, when an Amazon SNS rule
is created, an IAM role will be attached to that SNS rule to authorize
access to SNS resources. The attached role will have policies that
allow actions (e.g. sns:Publish) toward specific resources in Amazon
SNS. Similarly, when a lambda rule is created, an IAM role will be at-
tached to the lambda function. This attached IAM role will have poli-
cies that authorize actions (e.g. iot:Publish, iot:GetThingShadow)
toward specific resources in AWS Lambda. Thus, we can see that
IAM role and its attached policies are a part of the AWS IoT rule
definition to control actions. Figure 4 shows that each action of a
rule can only attach one IAM role, but each IAM role can be used
by many rule actions. Also, one IAM role can attach many policies,
and one policy can be attached to many IAM roles.

4 ISSUES IN ENFORCING ACO-IOT-ACMSVO
WITHIN AWS-IOT-ACMVO

AWS IoT does not support direct communication among VOs, be-
cause a VO is only allowed to communicate directly with its re-
served topics. The AWS-IoT-ACMVO model is one way to effect
VOs communication via rules within AWS IoT. AWS-IoT-ACMVO
keeps the transient data within the virtual object layer without
persistent storage, while only data about actual speeding cars is
propagated to the higher layers. Thus, the privacy of data can be
preserved. All components of VOs communication that contribute
in this communication are shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 show how
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Figure 6: The Sensing Speeding Cars Use Case within AWS-
IoT-ACMVO

the rules engine of AWS IoT serves as a communication channel be-
tween VOs in the AWS-IoT-ACMVOmodel. The ACO-IoT-ACMsVO
academic model assumes the communication regime shown in Fig-
ure 2 where the communication channel between two VOs is a
shared topic to which VO1 publishes and VO2 subscribes. The rules
engine enables a similar effect to be achieved in AWS IoT as shown
in Figure 5.

The control points to authorize VOs communication via topics in
ACO-IoT-ACMsVO is placed on both VO side and topic (T) side [3].
For example, in case of ACL-Cap operational model, a VO can have
a right to publish to a topic only if the topic in the capability list of
the VO and the VO is in the access control list of T. In case of the
ABAC operational model, a publish permission will be authorized
if the topic is within VO-Publish attribute values and the VO is
within T-Publish attribute values. The subscription right is similarly
authorized on both sides.

In case of AWS-IoT-ACMVO, the control point to authorize re-
served topics of a VO to communicate with other reserved topics
of another VO is placed in rules engine. For example, when a data
arrived to a reserved topic of a VO, a lambda rule will trigger a
lambda function as an action if the Select Clause and Where Clause
in the SQL statement of the lambda rule evaluate to true. When the
lambda function is triggered, an attached IAM role with lambda
function will comply with a coupled policy or policies to autho-
rize AWS-IoT to access to the lambda function and authorize the
lambda function to execute actions with the received data. IAM role
policy could authorize lambda function to forward data to other
reserved/unreserved topics. Thus, other topics will receive data
as long as it is in an appropriate format without checking where
the data came from or rejecting the received data, and as a result,
the received data will be forwarded to subscribers. So, a question
like “which resources should a topic receives data from?” is only
controlled via IAM role that is attached within an action of a rule,
and topics has no control over what they receive.

We investigated applying the use case of sensing speeding cars,
which is employed in ACO-IoT-ACMsVO, within AWS-IoT-ACMVO.
But as we discussed above, the communication style, access control
points, access control models are not precisely alike. Although,
AWSnIoT does not support direct VOs communication, wewere able
to develop AWS-IoT-ACMVO that allows effect VOs communication.
So, the use case of sensing speeding cars within ACO architecture
in Figure 3 can be applied and enforced within AWS IoT as shown
in Figure 6. The details of configuration, scenario, and authorization
policy are discussed in the following section.

5 A USE CASE: THE SENSING SPEEDING
CARS WITHIN AWS-IOT-ACMVO

In this section, we present two scenarios of the use case of sensing
cars speed. The two scenarios will have number of sensors and
a camera in the physical layer. All devices on the physical layer
will push collected data to their virtual objects (shadows). In our
scenarios, we focus on the communication among virtual objects
and how this communication can be controlled.

5.1 Sensing the Speed of One Car
We will discuss the configuration and the scenario of our simple
use case as follow.

5.1.1 Setup and Configuration. In this simple scenario, we will
have two physical sensors and one physical camera each with one
virtual object connected to it. Figure 7 shows the connected devices,
virtual objects (shadows), certificates, AWS IoT policy, rules, actions
and their IAM roles, and AWS services.

First, we create one virtual object for each physical object using
AWS IoT management console and attach one X.509 certificate for
each virtual object. For each one certificate, we attached an AWS
IoT policy. Certificates are copied into their corresponding physical
objects to allow authentication and authorization of physical objects
when they communicate with the corresponding virtual objects. In
other words, the attachedAWS IoT policy authorizes specific actions
(connect and publish) for physical objects. When certificates are
given to the corresponding physical objects, they are accompanied
by the private key of the certificate and an AWS root CA certificate.

We simulated sensors and camera physical objects using AWS
SDK for JavaScript (Node.js). There is an attached rule for each
MQTT update topic $aws/thinдs/Sensori/shadow/update that trig-
gers a Lambda function. Lambda functions are responsible about
republishing the coming reported data that arrived to a virtual
object (Virtual Sensori or Virtual Camera) from its correspond-
ing physical object (Sensori or Camera) to the next virtual object
(Virtual Sensor (i+1) orVirtual Camera) as shown in Figure 7. Also,
each Lambda function is attached with IAM role that authorizes
AWS IoT to access AWS and AWS IoT resources and services. The
IAM role also controls Lambda function operations, such as re-
publishing data to another topic or getting the current state of a
shadow.

5.1.2 Senario. Sensor1 sends RFID and Speed of the over speed-
ing car as a reported message to Virtual Sensor1 (VS1) by publish-
ing to Sensor1MQTTupdate topic $aws/thinдs/Sensor1/shadow/update .
Rule1 that is attached with the Sensor1 MQTT update topic will
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Figure 7: A Simple Use Case of Sensing the Speed of One Car

trigger Lambda1 f unction every time data arrived to MQTT update
topic of VS1. Lambda1 f unction republishes the arrived data to
Virtual Sensor2 (VS2) with a desired tag. Figure 7 shows that the
reported RFID and Speed to VS1 is republished to VS2 as desired
state by Lambda1 f unction.

Sensor2 also sends RFID and Speed of the over speeding car as
a reported message to VS2 by publishing to the following MQTT
update topic: $aws/thinдs/Sensor2/shadow/update . Rule2 is going
to trigger Lambda2 f unction every time data arrived to MQTT
update topic of VS2. Lambda2 f unction check if the coming data
is with reported tag, it compares the saved desired RFID with the
coming reported RFID from Sensor2. If the two RFIDs are matched,
Lambda2 f unction combines the two speeds and one RFID and
publish it with a desired tag to theVirtual Camera (VC1). Figure 7
shows that the reported RFID matches the desired RFID inVirtual
Sensor2. Thus,VC1will receive from Lambda2 f unction two speeds
that are reported from Sensor1 and Sensor2 for the same RFID.

Camera also sends RFIDs and pictures (Pic) of the passed cars
as a reported message to Virtual Camera by publishing to MQTT
update topic $aws/thinдs/Camera/shadow/update . Rule3 is going
to trigger Lambda3 f unction every time data arrived to MQTT
update topic of VC1. Lambda3 f unction check if the coming data
is with a reported tag, it compares the saved coming desired RFID
from Sensor2 with the coming reported RFID from Camera. If the
two RFIDs are matched, Lambda3 f unction combines the RFID,
Speeds, and Pic and store them to the Amazon DynamoDB. Figure 7
shows that the reported RFID matches the desired RFID in VC1.
Thus, the combined RFID, Speeds, and Pic will be stored in in the
Amazon DynamoDB.

Figure 8: S2-P that is Attached to S2-Cert

5.1.3 Authorization policy. There is an AWS IoT policy attached
with each certificate to authorize specific actions for physical ob-
jects. For example, Sensor1 are only allowed to connect and publish
to VS1 in order to send the collected RFID and Speed of the over
speed cars. Thus, the AWS IoT S1-P and VS1 are attached with S1-
Cert which is copied to Sensor1. The policy states that connect and
publish actions are allowed to the specified resources, which isVS1
(the shadow of Sensor1). Similarly, the AWS IoT S2-P in Figure 8
and VS2 will be attached to S2-Cert , which is copied to Sensor2,
and the AWS IoTC1-P andVC1 will be attached toC1-Cert , which
is copied to Camera1. AWS IoT defines policy variables, which can
be used in AWS IoT policies within the resource or condition block.
The basic variable IoT : ClientID can be used to generate a policy
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Figure 9: Role2 Policy that is Attached to Role2

that can be attached to all certificates. However, certificates is not
coupled with an ID of physical sensor that should connect and
publish to the attached shadows, so malicious sensor could change
their ID to connect and publish to any other MQTT update topic.
Therefore, we preferred to specify and hard-coded one different
policy for each certificate as shown in Figure 7, and each AWS IoT
policy is similar to S2-P shown in Figure 8 but with different sensor
names.

Also, There is an IAM role attached to each Lambda function to
authorize it accessing to AWS services and AWS IoT resources. For
example, Role1 is attached to Lambda1 to authorize it publishing
to the update topic of VS2. Also, Role2 is attached to Lambda2
to authorize it getting the desired state of VS2 and publishing to
the MQTT update topic of VC1. Figure 9 shows the IAM Role2
Policy that is attached to Role2. Also, Role3 is attached to Lambda3
to authorize it getting the desired state of VC1 and publishing to
Amazon DynamoDB.

5.2 Sensing the Speed of Multiple Cars
The previous simple use case introduces the basic idea of implement-
ing and controlling the virtual object communication within AWS
IoT. However, in realty there is a need to track multiple cars, where
different cars pass a sensor at a time. A VO (shadow) in AWS IoT
has different reserved topics that are used by the VO to subscribe
to them. So, any time a sensor publish a new list of RFIDs/Speeds,
the old list is deleted and a new one is saved. However, our use case
with multiple cars needs to keep track of the historical data (old
and new RFIDs).

In this use case, for every VO corresponding to a physical object,
we propose to have another relative VO that works as storage of his-
torical data. The only way to push or get data from the VO storage
is by using a lambda function that is triggered by publishing data
from a sensor to the MQTT update topic of the corresponding VO.
Figure 10 shows sensors (S1, S2, ..., Sn,C1) and their corresponding
virtual objects (VS1,VS2, ...,VSn,VC1) and the storage for each of
them (VS1S,VS2S, ...,VSnS,VC1S ).

5.2.1 Setup and Configuration. As pervious simple use case,
we create one virtual object and one virtual object storage for
our physical objects and attached one X.509 certificate for each

virtual object. Certificates that are attached with AWS IoT policies
are copied into their corresponding physical objects. The AWS
IoT policy states that sensors and the Camera are only allowed
to connect and publish to the corresponding VO (similar to the
mentioned policy in Figure 8).

We simulated Sensors and the Camera using AWS SDK for
JavaScript (Node.js). Lambda functions are triggered by rules that
are attachedwithMQTTupdate topics of VOs. For example,Lambda1
is triggered by rule1 that is attached to MQTT update topic of VS1.
In general, Lambda functions are responsible about the complex
computations, such as getting the stored data, comparing and con-
solidating the coming and the stored data, and republishing data to
the current storage or next VO. Figure 10 describes the functionality
of each lambda function.

5.2.2 Senario. Sensor1 sends a list of RFIDs/Speeds of over speed-
ing cars as a reported message toVS1 by publishing toVS1MQTT
update topic. Rule1 triggers Lambda1 f unction when a published
request arrived to MQTT update topic. Lambda1 f unction will con-
sider the reported RFIDs/Speeds as a suspicious list, that will be
handled as described in Figure 10.

Sensor2, ..., Sensori , .., Sensorn also send a list of RFIDs/Speeds
of over speeding cars as a reported message to their corresponding
VO by publishing to VOi MQTT update topic, where 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
The reported RFIDs/Speeds from physical objects is considered
as a suspicious list (stored in VSiS under reported tag) beside the
suspicious list that is coming from a previous VO (stored in VSiS
under desired tag with RFID1). The matched RFIDs in both of the
suspicious lists will be stored as SavePic list (stored in VSiS under
desired tag with RFID2). Rulei triggers Lambdai f unction when a
published request arrived to MQTT update topic of VSi . Lambdai
f unction will deal with the arrived data as suspicious lists and
handle it to generate the SavePic list as descried in Figure 10. Note
that Lambda3 to Lambda(n−1) will do the same computations.

Camera sends RFIDs and pictures (Pic) of the passed cars as a
reported message toVirtual Camera (VC1) by publishing to MQTT
update topic ofVC1.Rule(n+1) triggersLambda(n+1) f unctionwhen
a published request arrived toVC1MQTTupdate topic.Lambda(n+1)
f unction will deal with the coming data as descried in Figure 10.

5.2.3 Authorization policy. As pervious simple use case, we will
have an AWS IoT Policy that is attached with S1-Cert , .., Sn-Cert ,
C1-Cert . The policy state that physical objects can only connect
to their corresponding VO and publish to MQTT update topic of
the VO. Figure 8 is an example of an attached AWS IoT policy that
authorizes physical objects to connect and publish.

Also, The IAM roles are attached to Lambda functions. For ex-
ample, Role1 is attached to Lambda1 to authorize it publishing to
the update topic of VS2. Role2 is attached to Lambda2 to autho-
rize it getting the data of the storage of VS2 and publishing only
to the update topic of the VS2S and VS3. Role(n+1) is attached to
Lambda(n+1) to authorize it getting the data of the storage of VC1
and publishing only to its storage and then to the Amazon Dy-
namoDB. Figure 11 shows the Role5 Policy of the IAM Role2 that is
attached to Lambda5 to authorize it getting the data that is saved
in the storage ofVS5 (n = 5 in our implementation) and publishing
only to the update topic of theVS5S and to the update topic ofVC1.
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Figure 10: A Use Case of Sensing the Speed of Multiple Cars

Figure 11: Role5 that is attached to Lambda5

6 PERFORMANCE
Our scenario propagates the Suspicious list published by any sen-
sor until the last virtual sensor, and it propagates the SavePic list
from the moment of generation until the camera. The first possible
generated Suspicious list starts from Sensor1, and the first possible
SavePic list starts when Sensor2 publishes similar Suspicious list
to the published Suspicious list by Sensor1, so the SavePic list will
be generated by lambda2 f unction that is triggered when Sensor2
publishes to its virtual object. In this section, we calculate the time
of propagating the Suspicious and the SavePic list to their final
destination.

The use case with multiple sensors and cars is employed in
computing the propagation time. we set the number of sensors to
five. We used two AWS SDKs for JavaScript (Node.js) to subscribe
to Virtual Sensor5 Storaдe (VS5S) and Virtual Camera1 Storaдe
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(VC1S), so we can get an acknowledgement whenever the Suspi-
cious and the SavePic list are reached. A bash script is written to
run Sensor1, start the timer, runVS5S , and end the timer whenever
we get an acknowledgement from VS5S . Similarly, the bash script
will run Sensor2 (with smillar RFIDs of Sensor1), start the timer, run
VC1S , and end the timer whenever we get an acknowledgement
from VC1S . Thus, we were able to calculate the propagation time
of the Suspicious and the SavePic list to their final destination.

We run Sensor1 that publish the Suspicious list with {1, 10, 20, 30, 40}
RFIDS. For the Suspicious list with one RFID, we calculate the prop-
agation average time of 10 times run. Thus, the propagation time of
the Suspicious list with one RFID from S1 until VS5S in Figure 12,
which is 5915 millisecond, is the average of 10 times run. Similarly,
the propagation time of the Suspicious list with 10, 20, 30, 40 RFIDs
from S1 until VS5S , which is 6335, 7131, 7519, and 8109 millisec-
ond, is also the average of 10 times run. However, we get rid off
outliers, which is the time values that exceed 10000 or less than
3000 millisecond.
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Figure 12: Propagation Time of Suspicious List from S1 until
VS5S

After a Suspicious list is published by S1 and an acknowledge-
ment is received from VS5S , Sensor2 is also run to publish a Suspi-
cious list, similar to the Suspicious list that is published by S1, with
{1, 10, 20, 30, 40} RFIDS. The propagation time of the SavePic list
with {1, 10, 20, 30, 40} RFID from S2 until VC1S in Figure 13, which
is 7774, 8100 , 8405, 8694 , 8851 millisecond, is the average of 10
times run. However, we get rid off outliers, which is the time values
that exceed 14000 or less than 4000 millisecond.

The algorithms of our Lambda functions that we used within
our use case in Figure 10 shows more computation and steps when
a Lambda function gets the Suspicious list than when a Lambda
function gets the SavePic list. However, our results in Figure 12
and 13 show that the propagation time of the Suspicious lists are
less than the propagation time of the SavePic lists. This different
is because of the larger payload of the SavePic list, which has two
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Figure 13: Propagation Time of SavePic List from S2 until
VC1S

speeds for each one RFID, than the Suspicious list, which has only
one speed for each RFID.

7 DISCUSSION
AWS IoT does not have full capability to implement our use case that
we employed in [3]. First, virtual objects (shadows) in AWS IoT can
not communicate directly to each other. Since virtual objects can
only subscribe to their reserved topics update, get, and delete. So,
they receive data through their reserved topics. Also, virtual objects
can publish to their reserved topics only whenever they receive
data. As a result, publishing and subscribing of virtual objects is
only to their reserved topics and direct publishing to unreserved
topics or irrelevant topics is not applicable.

There are several indirect ways to allow virtual objects com-
munication in AWS IoT. One way to allow two virtual objects to
communication is to attach a rule with the update topic of first
virtual object that triggers a republish action to the second virtual
object update topic. The Republish ction can be also used to for-
ward data to AWS services as shown in Figure 14. Another way is to
attach a rule with a topic of first virtual object that trigger a lambda
function, which can do complex computation, such as publishing
data, getting data, and comparing data. Thus, lambda function can
republish the received data to another topic, which could be the
update topic of the second virtual object. We employed the second
way in our use cases.

In addition to indirect communication among virtual objects,
virtual objects in AWS IoT cannot keep track of old data. For ex-
ample, if a new suspicious list is published to a virtual object, the
current suspicious list will be deleted and the new one will be saved.
However, our use case needs to combine the coming suspicious list
from previous sensor and the current saved one. Since the process
of deleting and saving list is very fast, triggering a lambda function
that get the current suspicious list from virtual object and then
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combine it with the coming one did not work. Thus, virtual objects
in AWS IoT can not save old data.

There are several ways to keep track historical data in AWS IoT.
One way to keep track historical data of a virtual object is to have
another relative virtual object that works as storage. The only way
to get or publish data to the relative virtual object is by allowing
one lambda function to publish and get data from it. This lambda
function is triggered whenever data is published to update topic
of the virtual object. Thus, the cominд suspicious list arrived to
the update topic of a virtual and the current suspicious list that is
saved in the virtual object can be combined and republished by the
lambda function. We used this way in our use case to keep transit
data within the virtual object layer, so the privacy of data can be
reserved. Another way to reach the historical data of a virtual object
is to trigger a republish action to AWS DynamoDB whenever data
is published to update topic of the virtual object. Thus, authorized
virtual objects can get the historical data from AWS DynamoDB as
needed. However, our use case tends to keep the suspicious lists
within the virtual object until at least two sensors report the speed
of a car to be over limit. Figure 14 shows the way of republishing
suspicious lists, which come from S1 and S2, to AWS DynamoDB
in the cloud service layer. Then, lambda1 is authorized to get all
suspicious lists and check if there are duplicated RFIDs within the
saved suspicious lists and also within the suspicious list coming
from the camera. If so, this RFID is declared to be an over-limit
car, and it is reported along with consolidate information from all
suspicious lists (speed, picture).

Another issue with the AWS IoT is that virtual objects cannot do
complex computation on the data they receive. They only save the
recent published desired or reported data. Such a computation in
our use case can not be implemented within only AWS IoT. Thus,
since we need the transit data to be only within AWS IoT, we used
AWS Lambda service to support doing the needed computation.
Another way to do that is to send data to DynamoDB and allow an
application or a third party to do the needed computation.

Moreover, in our use case, we could have up to n sensors.Lambda3
to Lambda(n−1) functions are repetitive functions that can be trig-
gered by the update topic of VS3 to VS (n−1) . We can get rid of
this repetition If we have only one Lambda that accept passing the
name of the published sensor. However, triggering same lambda is
not working within our use case, because to our knowledge there
is no way to pass the name of the published sensor to a lambda
function. Thus, repeated copies of Lambda(n−1) will be increased
by increasing the number of sensors, which is n.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied AWS IoT and developed the access control
model for virtual objects (shadows) communication in AWS IoT
(AWS-IoT-ACMVO). We used the AWS-IoT-ACMVO to implement
two scenarios of the use case that is employed in ACO-IoT-ACMsVO:
the simple use case of sensing the speed of one car with two sen-
sors and the use case of sensing the speed of multiple cars with
multiple sensors. By implementing these two scenarios using ACO-
IoT-ACMsVO, we determined how to configure the policies and
control virtual object communication of our proposed model. The
time to propagate information about suspicious cars and over-limit

Figure 14: ADifferentWay of VOs Communication andData
Computation

cars through all virtual objects is measured and discussed. Finally,
upon our study and implementation, we offered a discussion of
AWS IoT issues and suggestions of enhancing VOs communication
and their access control.
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